BioConnect Security Solutions
For The Modern Enterprise

Built for
Enterprise Security
Finding solutions to the toughest security problems
has never been simpler. BioConnect can help
increase security and create exact identity
assurance for any access event, no matter the
deployment. Our solutions are built to create a
modern enterprise and use advanced security
technology to create the highest level of network,
data and device protection. With a skilled team that
tailors unique security solutions to your enterprise,
BioConnect can seamlessly add biometrics to your
current access control infrastructure.

Security for Unified Mobile Access
BioConnect offers a retro-fit solution for
doors, data centers, network closets and
data rooms. Enabling smart, rules-based
access that leverages mobile 2-factor
authentication. Unify existing physical and
digital security investments and extend
your approved IT tools to the door to
protect your organization. BioConnect’s
unified security solution leverages
multi-factor authentication used in our
mobile application to confirm a user’s
digital identity. This provides an
additional layer of security to physical
access points. By serving step up
notifications to the requester’s mobile
device on a flexible schedule or 24/7 for
high-risk rooms, you can be sure only the
right people are gaining access.

Security for
Data Centers
Our biometric security for data centers
solution was created to meet compliance
and security standards with multi-factor
authentication for server cabinets.
Leverage biometric data to ensure the
privacy and security of your center’s
most sensitive and critical data.

With BioConnect’s solutions for
the data center, it becomes easy
to meet compliance standards. In
conjunction with BioConnect Enterprise,
CabinetShield can provide dual-factor
biometric security at the cabinet. This
provides you with an indisputable audit
trail of access events all the way down to
the server rack. Upgrading data center
security at the server level can offer
customers increased peace of mind
and you a competitive advantage in the
colocation market.

Security for Doors

With our out-of-the-box integrations
into the top 80% of the access control
market, BioConnect Enterprise can
seamlessly add biometrics to your
current access control infrastructure for
strengthened trust and security.

We Integrate with Leading
Access Control Partners

Our Insights feature allows systems administrators
to collect data on user behaviors and optimize
access control management procedures. System
administrators will also be able to receive proactive
alerts to avoid any downtime. The seamless
synchronization of user enrollment over multiple
devices facilitated by BioConnect Enterprise
makes the deployment of biometrics across the
enterprise simple.

Security for Applications
Whether it’s for internal enterprise or
client security, mobile biometrics can
provide organizations with exact identity
assurance of who is accessing secure
applications. From high-risk transactions
to login portals, BioConnect ID can be
deployed to add biometric two-factor
authentication to access points in your

enterprise network. The solution hosts as
a platform approach to biometrics which
means you can use security tactics
based on risk level. With BioConnect
ID, your enterprise will have a full audit
log of all transactions and access
attempts of users provided, creating a
layered defense against unauthorized or
suspicious access.

Trusted By Leading
Organizations

See a Solution that fits your Data
Center Needs? BioConnect can Help.
www.bioconnect.com

